Breast cancer is the most frequent form of cancer in women. The aim of systematic early detection is to reduce the number of deaths from breast cancer. With help from the North Rhine-Westphalian State Cancer Registry, evaluations were made of 53,375 examinations from the implementation phase of the screening, focusing on the detection of breast cancer in the screening process and at the end of the biennial interval after screenings in which nothing was detected. According to the analyses evidently makes it possible to make diagnoses – also of aggressive subtypes – at an earlier stage. Women who are 60 or older contract breast cancer more often than those between the ages of 50 and 59.

Methodology

With help from the North Rhine-Westphalian State Cancer Registry, evaluations were made of 53,375 examinations from the implementation phase of the screening, focusing on the detection of breast cancer in the screening process and at the end of the biennial interval after screenings in which nothing was detected. From these data, detection rates through early detection mammography screening were established for invasive breast cancer, as well as during the subsequent biennial interval. Based on immunohistochemical examinations, the determination of hormone receptors and the HER2/neu status, subtypes were created with respect to tumour aggressiveness: HER2 positive and triple negative breast carcinomas were defined as being aggressive.

Results

A detailed analysis of aggressive breast cancer among hormone receptor negative and HER2 positive carcinomas shows detection rates which are six times higher – and among triple negative carcinomas twice as high – in the screening than after the biennial interval. Aggressive invasive breast carcinomas have the highest rate of diagnosis in screening among women in the 60-69 age group. The stage distribution of aggressive invasive breast carcinomas is better than after the interval.

According to the scientific analyses mammography screening evidently makes it possible to make diagnoses – also of aggressive subtypes – at an earlier stage. Women who are 60 or older contract breast cancer more often than those between the ages of 50 and 59. “These results provide further evidence that a systematic programme for the early detection of breast cancer makes sense,” says Prof. Walter Heindel from the Reference Centre for Mammography at Münster University Hospital.
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